0 UTRs enable multi-functionality of proteins with identical amino acid sequence. While studying how information on protein features is transferred from 3 0 UTRs to proteins, we discovered that the broadly expressed RNA-binding protein TIS11B forms a membraneless organelle, called TIS granule, that enriches membrane protein-encoding mRNAs with multiple AU-rich elements. TIS granules form a reticular meshwork intertwined with the endoplasmic reticulum (ER). The association between TIS granules and the ER creates a subcellular compartment-the TIGER domain-with a biophysically and biochemically distinct environment from the cytoplasm. This compartment promotes 3 0 UTR-mediated interaction of SET with membrane proteins, thus allowing increased surface expression and functional diversity of proteins, including CD47 and PD-L1. The TIGER domain is a subcellular compartment that enables formation of specific and functionally relevant protein-protein interactions that cannot be established outside.
INTRODUCTION
Membrane-bound and membraneless organelles create intracellular compartments to achieve spatiotemporal control of biochemical reactions in the densely packed cellular space (Banani et al., 2017; Shin and Brangwynne, 2017; Kato and McKnight, 2018) . Membraneless organelles-also called biomolecular condensates-can be liquid-like, gel-like, or solid (Brangwynne et al., 2009; Frey et al., 2006; Boke et al., 2016) . They have diverse molecular compositions that endow them with distinct physical properties (Nott et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2015; Nott et al., 2016; Su et al., 2016) . By enabling inclusion or exclusion of reactants, membraneless organelles create specific environments that increase the efficiency of cellular processes, including signaling and the addition of post-translational modifications (Li et al., 2012; Su et al., 2016) .
One type of membraneless organelles are RNA granules that contain mRNA transcripts packaged into ribonucleoprotein assemblies (Han et al., 2012) . RNA granules described so far typically have sphere-like shapes and form through phase-transitions driven by scaffolding proteins with intrinsically disordered regions (IDRs) (Han et al., 2012; Kato et al., 2012; Nott et al., 2015; Banani et al., 2017; Shin and Brangwynne, 2017; Kato and McKnight, 2018) . However, in many cases, the biochemical reactions favored or disfavored by RNA granules are not known (Banani et al., 2017) .
The perinuclear localized rough endoplasmic reticulum (ER) is the major site of protein synthesis of membrane proteins (Reid and Nicchitta, 2015) . During translation, mRNAs and their encoded proteins come into proximity. This facilitates the formation of 3 0 untranslated region (3 0 UTR)-mediated protein-protein interactions (Berkovits and Mayr, 2015; Chartron et al., 2016; Mayr, 2017) . For example, in yeast, it was demonstrated that signal recognition particle (SRP) is recruited to ribosomes that translate membrane proteins even before the signal sequence had become exposed from the ribosome. SRP recruitment was accomplished by 3 0 UTRs of messages that encode plasma membrane proteins, but not by other 3 0 UTRs (Chartron et al., 2016) .
In human cells, more than half of genes generate mRNA isoforms with alternative 3 0 UTRs (Lianoglou et al., 2013 ) that can potentially regulate alternative protein complex formation (Mayr, 2018) . This was first demonstrated for CD47 membrane protein (Berkovits and Mayr, 2015) . It was found that the effector protein SET only interacts with CD47 protein that was encoded by the long 3 0 UTR isoform (CD47-LU), but not with the protein that was encoded by the short 3 0 UTR isoform (CD47-SU), despite their identical amino acid sequences ( Figure 1A ). SET is a highly acidic protein with a multitude of functions that interacts with positively charged amino acids in the cytoplasmic domains of CD47-LU (Li et al., 1996; ten Klooster et al., 2007; Berkovits and Mayr, 2015) . The 3 0 UTR-mediated binding of SET to CD47-LU is functionally relevant and results in several downstream consequences, including higher CD47 plasma membrane expression, thus, protecting cells better from phagocytosis by macrophages (Berkovits and Mayr, 2015) .
These observations indicated that 3 0 UTRs contain genetic information that can be transmitted to proteins through the See also Figure S1 and Video S1.
formation of 3 0 UTR-dependent protein-protein interactions and imply that the transfer of genetic information from DNA to proteins does not exclusively happen through the translation of mRNAs into the amino acid sequence of proteins (Crick, 1958; Mayr, 2017) . However, the mechanism of information transfer from 3 0 UTRs to proteins is currently unclear. Here, we set out to investigate how SET is transferred from the mRNA to the protein ( Figure 1A ). In the course of these studies, we discovered a membraneless organelle called TIS granule, which is formed through physiological assembly of the RNAbinding protein TIS11B. TIS granules form a large reticular meshwork that is intertwined with the ER. They enrich or exclude specific mRNAs and proteins, and they enable the translation of specific mRNAs at a subdomain of the ER defined by presence of the TIS granules. The association of TIS granules with the ER creates a subcellular compartment with special properties that is necessary and sufficient for SET transfer from mRNAs to proteins, and thus, for the 3 0 UTR-dependent interaction of SET, and likely other proteins, with membrane proteins.
RESULTS

TIS11B Forms Reticular Assemblies that Are Intertwined with the ER
We previously showed that the long 3 0 UTR of CD47 (LU) is required to establish the protein-protein interaction between SET and CD47-LU, whereas the short CD47 3 0 UTR (SU) isoform is unable to do so ( Figure 1A ). The RNA-binding protein HuR is necessary for 3 0 UTR-mediated CD47 plasma membrane localization as it binds to LU and recruits SET. However, HuR is not sufficient as it is only partially able to mediate this process (Berkovits and Mayr, 2015) . This led us to hypothesize that additional RNA-binding proteins cooperate with HuR in establishing the protein-protein interaction between SET and CD47-LU. As SET binding to CD47-LU protein occurs at the site of translation, we hypothesized that the unknown RNA-binding protein localizes to the ER surface.
We screened the subcellular localization of several RNA-binding proteins using immunostaining ( Figure S1A ). TIS11B (also called ZFP36L1) protein is encoded by the ZFP36L1 gene, which is widely expressed across human tissues and cell types (Figure S1B) (Lianoglou et al., 2013) . In several mouse and human cell lines, we found that endogenous TIS11B protein forms peri-nuclear assemblies that are several mm large and cover a substantial portion of the ER (Figures 1B and S1C) . To evaluate the relationship between TIS11B and the ER, we performed live cell imaging using a confocal microscope. In addition to soluble TIS11B in the cytoplasm, we observed that TIS11B assemblies form a meshwork that is intertwined with the ER (Figures 1C  and S1D ). This is in contrast to many previously described biomolecular condensates that are usually sphere-like ( Figure S1D ).
Like endogenous TIS11B, overexpressed TIS11B forms assemblies that are associated with a portion of the peri-nuclear ER. However, in cells that highly express TIS11B, either through experimental overexpression or endogenously, it forms huge assemblies that cover almost all peri-nuclear ER areas ( Figures  S1C and S1D ). Time lapse microscopy showed association of ER and TIS11B assemblies despite dynamic movement of the ER (Video S1). 3D-reconstruction of the images showed that TIS11B assemblies have tubule-like structures that look similar to the ER, but are more bulky ( Figures 1D and S1E ). TIS11B assemblies embrace ER tubules ( Figure S1F ) and the three-dimensional organization of TIS11B assemblies and the ER allows them to share a large amount of surface area. To assess if TIS11B assemblies are liquid-like or more solid, we performed fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP). The slow fluorescence recovery suggests a gel-like state of the TIS11B assemblies ( Figure S1G ).
Membrane Protein-Encoding mRNAs that Contain Multiple AREs in Their 3
0 UTRs Are Enriched in TIS Granules As TIS11B is an RNA-binding protein known to bind to AU-rich elements (AREs) (Stoecklin et al., 2002; Lykke-Andersen and Wagner, 2005; Hodson et al., 2010) , we performed RNA-fluorescence in situ (FISH) on SU and LU mRNAs to investigate the relationship between CD47 mRNAs and TIS11B assemblies. LU mRNA contains 22 AREs with 19 of them located in the 3 0 UTR and is strongly enriched in the region of the TIS11B assemblies (Figures 2A, 2B , and S2A). Higher resolution RNA-FISH showed that LU mRNA localized to TIS11B assemblies as well as to their surface ( Figure S2B ). In contrast, SU mRNA, which contains four AREs with one of them located in the 3 0 UTR, does not preferentially co-localize with TIS11B and is mostly located at other regions of the ER (Figures 2A, 2C , S2A, and S2C). To quantify the extent of enrichment or exclusion of mRNAs with respect to TIS11B assemblies, we created line diagrams of the fluorescence intensities of the mRNAs and the TIS11B assemblies. The correlation coefficients of the fluorescence intensities confirm that SU mRNA is not significantly enriched in the TIS11B assemblies, whereas LU mRNA strongly co-localizes with TIS11B assemblies (Figures 2B-2D ). As TIS11B assemblies enrich LU mRNA, we call them TIS granules, because they have the characteristics of RNA granules.
We then asked if other ARE-containing mRNAs that encode membrane proteins co-localize with TIS granules. We examined two additional messages (BCL2 and CD274, encoding PD-L1) that contain multiple AREs in their 3 0 UTRs (Figures 2A, S2A , and S2D). For both mRNAs, the presence of their respective 3 0 UTRs was necessary for their enrichment in TIS granules, as expression of the messages without 3 0 UTRs (ÀNU [no UTR], but with a polyadenylation signal) resulted in their exclusion from the TIS granule region (Figures 2D-2F ). This showed that all three tested membrane protein-encoding mRNAs with several AREs in their 3 0 UTRs predominantly localize to TIS granules. We next examined the localization of an mRNA lacking both features and used the TP53 mRNA that does not encode a membrane protein and does not contain any ARE in its 3 0 UTR. In the presence or absence of its corresponding 3 0 UTR, TP53 mRNA was excluded from the TIS granule region, but increased its co-localization when instead a 3 0 UTR containing several AREs was used ( Figures 2D, S2A , S2D, and S2E). To further assess the importance of AREs for mRNA co-localization with TIS granules, we next examined ARE-containing mRNAs that do not encode membrane proteins. We tested three pairs of mRNAs containing 13, 7, and 5 AREs in their respective 3 0 UTRs and compared mRNA localization in the presence or absence of their 3 0 UTRs. In the presence of the respective 3 0 UTRs the mRNAs colocalized with TIS11B in a subset of cells, whereas absence of the 3 0 UTRs resulted in their exclusion ( Figures 2D, S2A , S2D, and S2F-S2H).
Taken together, mRNAs that combine both features, namely the presence of multiple AREs in their 3 0 UTRs and the presence of at least one region that encodes a transmembrane domain, are enriched in TIS granules ( Figure 2D ), whereas in the absence of both features all tested mRNAs (6/6) are excluded from TIS granules. Moreover, the total number of AREs in the mRNA correlates with the extent of co-localization, especially when this number is multiplied by two upon presence of a transmembrane domain ( Figures S2A and S2I ). Other features within mRNAs, including the number of transmembrane domains, mRNA length, GC content, or ARE density showed weaker correlations with TIS granule colocalization (Figures S2A and S2J) . Our data indicate that 3 0 UTR elements determine the localization of membrane protein-encoding mRNAs to a membraneless organelle, and thus, to a specific subcellular compartment. The 3 0 UTR-based subcellular mRNA sorting occurs in addition to the welldescribed 3 0 UTR function in mRNA localization to very specialized cellular sites such as dendrites or synapses in neuronal cells (Mori et al., 2000; Mayr, 2018) .
TIS Granules Enrich Specific Proteins
After having established that specific mRNAs are enriched or excluded from TIS granules, we next investigated this feature for proteins. HuR is an RNA-binding protein known to bind to AREs (Fan and Steitz, 1998) . HuR mostly localizes to the nucleus and is only lowly expressed in the cytoplasm. However, strikingly, cytoplasmic HuR was enriched in the TIS granule region ( Figure 3A) .
As translation of membrane proteins at the ER requires folding of the polypeptide chains, we next investigated the localization of chaperones with respect to TIS granules. HSPA8 (also called HSC70) is known as constitutively expressed cytosolic chaperone that assists the folding of the majority of nascent peptides, Figure 2D . See also Figure S3A .
whereas NACA is a ribosome-associated chaperone (Hartl and Hayer-Hartl, 2002) . We found only slight enrichment of NACA, but strong enrichment of HSPA8 in the TIS granule region (Figures 3B and S3A) . The increased concentration of chaperones in the TIS11B-defined ER domain may enable more efficient folding of membrane proteins translated within this region. Enrichment of HuR, HSPA8, and NACA in the TIS granule region was consistently observed in all cells investigated, demonstrated by the correlation coefficients of the fluorescence intensities ( Figure 3C ). In summary, TIS11B generates reticular assemblies that are intertwined with the ER and that enrich specific mRNAs and proteins. We next investigated the function of the TIS granules and asked if they are involved in SET transfer from LU to CD47-LU.
TIS11B Is Necessary for 3
0 UTR-Dependent Interaction between SET and CD47-LU and for Subsequent Surface Localization of CD47-LU As LU mRNA was enriched in the TIS granule region, we investigated if TIS11B was necessary for the formation of the 3 0 UTRdependent interaction between SET and CD47-LU protein. Small hairpin RNA (shRNA)-mediated knockdown of either HuR or TIS11B abolished binding of endogenous SET to CD47-LU protein, as shown by co-immunoprecipitation (coIP) of GFP-CD47-LU, indicating that TIS11B is required for the 3 0 UTR-mediated binding of SET to CD47 ( Figures 4A, S3B , and S3C). TIS11B is also necessary for the functional consequences of SET binding to CD47-LU as depletion of TIS11B reduced endogenous CD47 surface expression but did not affect overall CD47 protein expression ( Figure 4B ). The reduction was partial and was similar to the previously observed reductions after SET or HuR knockdown ( Figures S3B-S3F ). This was expected as CD47 localizes to the plasma membrane in a 3 0 UTR-dependent as well as 3 0 UTR-independent manner (Berkovits and Mayr, 2015) . Taken together, we demonstrated that in addition to SET and HuR, expression of TIS11B is necessary for the 3 0 UTR-mediated increase in surface localization of CD47.
As both RNA-binding proteins-HuR and TIS11B-are known to bind to AREs, and as AREs in the 3 0 UTRs of mRNAs were required for their enrichment in TIS granules, we next investigated if the presence of a repeated ARE is sufficient for 3 0 UTRmediated SET binding and subsequent surface localization of CD47-LU. We used a short 3 0 UTR that contains six concatenated AREs that is naturally present in the 3 0 UTR of TNFa (Figure 4C ). Both HuR and TIS11B bind to the TNFa ARE, but they do not bind to SU1, a size-matched 3 0 UTR fragment from the 3 0 end of SU ( Figure 4D ). Strikingly, replacement of the long 3 0 UTR of CD47-that is over 4 kb long-with the ARE of TNFa in the context of the GFP-CD47 construct showed that the TNFa ARE was able to fully recapitulate 3 0 UTR-dependent surface localization of CD47 ( Figure 4E ). Furthermore, as was shown by coIP, the TNFa ARE mediated SET binding to GFP-CD47 in a similar manner as was accomplished by LU ( Figure 4F ). These data show that a short 3 0 UTR containing several AREs is sufficient for 3 0 UTR-mediated SET binding and the subsequent increase in CD47 surface localization. The function of this ARE is mediated by HuR and TIS11B, as other known ARE-binding proteins (Barreau et al., 2006) , including KHSRP and FXR1, did not bind to the TNFa ARE in a specific manner and did not influence surface localization of endogenous CD47 (Figures 4D, S3C, .
Although the known function of TIS11B is the destabilization of specific mRNAs (Lykke-Andersen and Wagner, 2005) , knockdown of TIS11B did not affect endogenous CD47 protein expression level ( Figures 4B and 4G ). It did also not affect protein expression of the other known factors involved in 3 0 UTR-mediated CD47 cell surface localization, including HuR and SET ( Figure 4G ). This suggested that TIS11B may create a special environment that enables SET transfer.
Overexpression of TIS11B, but Not Overexpression of SET, Increases 3 0 UTR-Mediated Surface Localization of CD47-LU In most cases, the extent of protein interaction increases upon overexpression of the two interacting proteins. However, this is not the case upon overexpression of SET and CD47-LU. Instead, expression of TIS11B promotes the interaction of SET and CD47-LU as it increased 3 0 UTR-mediated cell surface localization by 2-fold ( Figures 5A-5C ). This supports the hypothesis that TIS11B generates a permissive environment for SET transfer. To gain insights into the relationship between TIS granules and SET, we used confocal microscopy to assess the localization of SET protein with respect to TIS granules.
In contrast to HuR and HSPA8 (Figure 3 ), SET showed a very different localization pattern. SET is uniformly expressed in the cytoplasm, but it was anti-correlated with TIS11B in the TIS granule region ( Figure 5D ). Although SET was not completely absent from the granule (note that the line graph for SET does not reach zero), SET expression was especially reduced in dense granules, showing that SET is relatively excluded from TIS granules ( Figures 5D and 5E ).
Taking all the data together, we propose the following model ( Figure 5F ). Membrane protein-encoding mRNAs (such as SU) are translated at the ER ( Figure S2C ). If membrane protein-encoding mRNAs contain multiple AREs in their 3 0 UTRs, as was the case for LU, CD274-UTR, and BCL2-LU, they will bind to TIS11B and localize to TIS granules. TIS11B assembly results in the acquisition of new properties, also called collective properties (Alberti, 2017) , as TIS granules are able to enrich or exclude specific proteins. TIS granules are associated with a portion of the rough ER. We propose that functional interaction between the ER and TIS granules creates a new subcellular compartment that we call the TIGER (TIS granule-ER) domain. Our data suggest that specific mRNAs with several AREs in their 3 0 UTRs are translated in the TIGER domain ( Figure S3J ). Translation within this special environment enables the formation of specific protein-protein interactions, as shown for binding of SET to CD47-LU. Importantly, these protein-protein interactions cannot be established outside the TIGER domain.
It is currently unclear how the special environment created by the TIGER domain enables the interaction between SET and CD47-LU. As the TIS granules are intertwined with the ER, their three-dimensional organization seems to keep SET confined to the region between the TIS granules and the ER, which we call the inter-organelle space. This may increase the local concentration of SET at the ER surface and it may reduce the degrees of freedom of SET movement. Entrapment of SET at the ER surface could facilitate the formation of protein-protein interactions between SET and CD47, thus enabling SET-mediated downstream functions of CD47 protein.
TIS Granules Are Necessary and Sufficient for the Protein-Protein Interaction between SET and Membrane Proteins
We next set out to experimentally test the predictions of our model. The model postulates that the protein-protein interaction between SET and membrane proteins can only be established within the TIGER domain. If this is true, SET should bind also to CD47-SU, if CD47-SU is translated within the TIGER domain. In cells that highly express TIS11B, TIS granules cover the entire peri-nuclear ER ( Figure S1D ). In these cells, SU mRNA also localizes to TIS granules ( Figure 6A ), indicating that the entire rough ER is converted into the TIGER domain. Intriguingly, as shown by coIP, in these cells SET interacts with CD47-SU ( Figure 6B ). Moreover, SET binding to CD47-SU is functional as it increases surface localization of CD47-SU ( Figure 6C ). As overexpression of HuR was not sufficient for the interaction between SET and CD47-SU ( Figure 6B ), these findings demonstrate that the TIGER domain is necessary and sufficient to mediate the protein-protein interaction of SET with membrane proteins. We next tested if SET interacts also with membrane proteins other than CD47. CD274 mRNA contains 14 AREs in its 3 0 UTR and encodes PD-L1 ( Figure 2A ). Only the 3 0 UTR-containing mRNA was enriched in the TIS granule region (Figures 2D and 2E) , and SET only interacted with PD-L1 protein that was encoded by CD274-UTR mRNA and not by CD274-NU ( Figure 6D ), supporting the model that the protein-protein interaction only occurs in the TIGER domain. Presence of the 3 0 UTR led to a 4-fold increase in surface expression of PD-L1 ( Figure 6E ). As endogenous CD274 mRNA has a constitutive 3 0 UTR, our data suggest that the 3 0 UTR of CD274 optimizes surface localization of PD-L1 in a post-translational manner.
TIS11B Assembly Is Charge Pattern-Driven and Is Required for 3
0 UTR-Mediated Protein-Protein Interactions Another prediction of the model is that TIS11B assembly is required for the formation of protein-protein interactions, as only assembled TIS11B has acquired the ability to enrich or exclude proteins in the TIS granule region. To test this prediction, we investigated the molecular features responsible for TIS11B assembly. Most biomolecular condensates described so far are formed by proteins that contain IDRs (Han et al., 2012; Kato et al., 2012; Nott et al., 2015; Banani et al., 2017; Shin and Brangwynne, 2017; Kato and McKnight, 2018) . TIS11B contains a moderate IDR at its C terminus ( Figure S4A ) (Dosztá nyi et al., 2005) . Deletion of the IDR increased nuclear localization of TIS11B to some extent, but did not affect TIS11B assembly (Figures 7A and 7B) . Moreover, it had little influence on CD47-LU surface localization ( Figure 7C ).
We noticed that TIS11B has a very particular charge distribution. The net charge of the N-terminal half of the protein is highly positive, whereas the C-terminal half is highly negative (Figures 7A and S4B) . Distortion of the charge pattern distribution through the introduction of point mutations (Figures 7A and S4C) in charge pattern mutant (CPM) 2 abolished TIS11B assembly (Figures 7B and S4D; Table S1 ) and prevented the increase in surface localization of CD47-LU accomplished by overexpression of TIS11B ( Figure 7C ). Mutation of non-charged amino acids, such as serines, had no effect on TIS11B assembly or surface localization of CD47-LU (CPM1 versus CPM4) (Figures S4C-S4F; Table S1 ). Importantly, restoration of the charge pattern through point mutations with opposite effects rescued both TIS11B assembly and 3 0 UTR-mediated CD47-LU surface localization (CPM3) ( Figures 7A-7C , S4C, and S4D; Table S1 ). As all TIS11B CPMs had expression levels similar to wild-type TIS11B ( Figure S4G ), their effects on CD47-LU surface localization were not due to decreased expression.
TIS11B Is the Scaffold of TIS Granules
As the CPM2 mutant abrogated TIS11B assembly, it allowed us to examine if TIS11B is the protein responsible for TIS granule formation. To test if TIS11B acts as scaffold or client of TIS granules, we knocked down endogenous TIS11B ( Figure S5A ) and replaced it either with tagged wild-type TIS11B or tagged CPM2 TIS11B. We repeated the RNA-FISH for LU and CD274-UTR mRNAs and observed again strong enrichment with TIS granules formed by wild-type TIS11B, but complete loss of local (C) FACS analysis of surface GFP after transfection of GFP-CD47-SU in HeLa cells, in the presence of mC (gray) or in the presence of mC-TIS11B (blue). Cells with high mC-TIS11B expression were analyzed and shown as in Figure 5B . Right: mean ± SD of three biological replicates. t test, ***p < 0.001. (D) CoIP of endogenous SET using GFP-Trap after transfection of GFP-CD274-UTR or GFP-CD274-NU into HeLa cells. 2.5% of input was loaded. (E) As in (C), but after transfection of GFP-CD274-UTR (blue) or GFP-CD274-NU (gray) into HeLa cells. Endogenous TIS11B expression was used.
(legend on next page) mRNA enrichment in the case of mutant TIS11B ( Figures 7D, 7E , and S5B). Similarly, we no longer observed enrichment of HuR, HSPA8, or NACA in the peri-nuclear region in the case of mutant TIS11B ( Figures 7F, 7G, S5C, and S5D ). This shows that TIS11B is the responsible protein for TIS granule formation, demonstrating that TIS11B is the scaffold of TIS granules.
Notably, the point mutations in CPM2 that abrogated TIS granule formation preserved RNA binding and the function of TIS11B with respect to mRNA destabilization as shown by its repressive effect on protein levels ( Figures S4H-S4K ). Taken together, these experiments demonstrated that TIS11B assembly is not caused by the presence of the IDR, but instead is charge pattern driven. Importantly, regulation of mRNA stability can be accomplished by soluble TIS11B (Figure S4I ), but TIS11B assembly is required for the collective properties of the protein that endow it with the ability to regulate protein functions through mediating 3 0 UTR-dependent protein-protein interactions.
TIS11B Is Widely Expressed and TIS Granule Formation Is Conserved among Vertebrates
We next examined if TIS granule formation is conserved in other species. Amino acid sequence conservation of the RNAbinding domain was used by others to identify TIS11B homologs ( Figure S6A ) (Thompson et al., 1996) . In contrast to the high sequence conservation of the RNA-binding domain, the sequence conservation outside of the RNA-binding domain decreases substantially in species other than vertebrates (Figure S6B) . In parallel, the net charge pattern of TIS11B is only preserved within vertebrates ( Figure S6C ). We examined TIS granule formation of transfected mouse and zebrafish TIS11B and fly TIS11 in HeLa cells and observed TIS granule formation for all except Drosophila melanogaster TIS11 (dTIS11) (Figures S6D and S6E) (Twyffels et al., 2013) . dTIS11 did also not form TIS granules in Drosophila S2 cells ( Figure S6F ). These results further support the requirement of the charge pattern distribution for TIS granule formation and show that TIS11B assembly is conserved among vertebrate species.
The TIS Granule Region Has Different Biophysical and Biochemical Properties Than the Cytoplasm
We postulated that the movement of SET is restricted in the granule region. To test this prediction, we performed a fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) assay and compared the recovery of SET fluorescence in the TIS granule region with its recovery in the cytoplasm. Within the granule region, we observed significantly less recovery ( Figure 7H ), revealing reduced exchange of SET protein. Limited fluorescence recovery was also observed for HuR and HSPA8 in the TIS granule region compared with the cytoplasm (Figures S7A  and S7B ), indicating that the biophysical properties within the TIS granule region are different than in the cytoplasm.
In the future, it will be important to identify the features that enable formation of protein-protein interactions in the special environment created by the TIGER domain. We started to obtain experimental evidence for the special environment provided by the TIGER domain. It was described that over-permeabilization of fixed cells can lead to extraction of proteins (Schnell et al., 2012) . Having this principle in mind, we performed a retention assay ( Figure 7I ). We fixed and permeabilized the cells for 1 hr, followed by comparison of the fluorescence intensity signals of SET in the cytoplasm and in the TIS granule region. This experiment revealed a striking difference of SET behavior in the cytoplasm compared with the TIS granule region. We observed the disappearance of cytoplasmic SET, but retention of SET in the granule region ( Figure 7I ). Similarly, HSPA8 and NACA were also retained ( Figures S7C and S7D ). These results indicate that the TIS granule region is biochemically different from the cytoplasm, supporting the idea that the environment of the TIGER domain is special.
DISCUSSION TIS Granules Form under Physiological Conditions and Create a Meshwork Intertwined with the ER
We identified a new type of RNA granule with several features that sets it apart from RNA granules described so far. The Figure 2D . Mann-Whitney test, ***p < EÀ21. (F) Confocal microscopy of mC-tagged WT or CPM2 TIS11B and GFP-tagged HSPA8 in HeLa cells with stable knockdown of endogenous TIS11B, shown as in Figure 3B . mC was used as control. (G) Pearson's correlation coefficients of line profiles of TIS11B and the indicated proteins from (F) and Figures S5C and S5D , shown as in Figure 2D . Mann Whitney test, ***p < EÀ12. Figures S4, S5 , S6, S7, and Table S1 .
RNA-binding protein TIS11B assembles under physiological conditions to generate TIS granules. TIS11B assembly is independent of its IDR but depends on a particular charge pattern distribution of positive and negative net charges. TIS granules are gel-like and form a meshwork with a reticular pattern that is intertwined with the ER. TIS granules represent the first membraneless organelle that is associated with a membrane-bound organelle. These TIS granule features are different in so far described RNA granules, including stress granules or P bodies, which form transient, liquid-like spheres in the cytoplasm (Banani et al., 2017; Shin and Brangwynne, 2017; Kato and McKnight, 2018) .
The RNA-binding protein TIS11B is known as ARE-binding protein that destabilizes specific mRNAs (Stoecklin et al., 2002; Lykke-Andersen and Wagner, 2005; Hodson et al., 2010) . We found that TIS11B is present in various cell types in a soluble as well as assembled state ( Figures 1B and S1C ). Whereas soluble TIS11B is able to destabilize mRNAs, through assembly, TIS11B acquires new, collective properties including its ability to enrich or exclude specific proteins in the granule region. This indicates that assembled TIS11B forms a membraneless organelle.
TIS Granules Enable Transmission of 3 0 UTR-Encoded Genetic Information to Proteins
The three-dimensional organization of TIS granules and the ER enables their functional interaction that results in the formation of a new subcellular compartment that we call the TIGER domain. The TIGER domain defines a functional subdomain of the rough ER that enables the formation of specific and functionally relevant protein-protein interactions of newly translated membrane proteins. Specific proteins encoded by mRNAs with AREs in their 3 0 UTRs are translated within the TIGER domain. The TIGER domain provides a different biochemical and biophysical environment than the cytoplasm that allows the newly translated proteins to interact with 3 0 UTR-recruited factors, which is critical to turn them into functionally fully competent proteins. This implies that functional maturation of a subset of proteins is not completed after translation and protein folding. Instead, genetic information encoded in 3 0 UTRs can be transmitted to newly translated proteins through TIS granules, thus determining intrinsic or new protein features. Although we currently only know of SET as 3 0 UTR-recruited protein, it is likely that many other proteins can be transferred from 3 0 UTRs to newly made proteins in the TIGER domain.
Specific Protein-Protein Interactions Are Established in the TIGER Domain that Cannot Form outside of This Compartment
We demonstrated that translation of mRNAs within the TIGER domain is necessary and sufficient for the formation of proteinprotein interactions between SET and membrane proteins and for the downstream consequences triggered by SET-binding ( Figures 6A-6C) . In physiological conditions, SU is mostly translated outside of the TIGER domain ( Figures 2C and 2D) . However, TIS11B overexpression with subsequent granule formation at all regions of the rough ER localizes TIS granules to the site of SU translation. This results in the interaction between SET and CD47-SU and confirms that the protein-protein interaction between SET and membrane proteins can only be established within the specialized compartment created by the TIGER domain. As the protein-protein interaction occurs at the site of translation, the data indicate that some protein-protein interactions can only be established in a peri-translational manner, meaning either co-translationally or immediately afterward (Natan et al., 2017) . This means that formation of particular protein-protein interactions is spatially and temporarily restricted. As the protein-protein interaction between SET and CD47-LU is based on electrostatic interactions (Berkovits and Mayr, 2015) , the spatiotemporal control increases the specificity of interaction. It is noteworthy that overexpression of both interaction partners was not sufficient for the formation of the proteinprotein interaction between SET and CD47 ( Figures 5A and 5C ) (Berkovits and Mayr, 2015) , thus further supporting the compartment model. This is in contrast to the formation of many known protein-protein interactions that are promoted by overexpression of the interaction partners. Furthermore, 3 0 UTRs are responsible for the localization of mRNAs to this specific subcellular compartment. Our data revealed that using the 42 nucleotides long TNFa ARE as 3 0 UTR is sufficient to fully recapitulate the increased surface expression of CD47-LU mediated by the long CD47 3 0 UTR. This is an important finding as it was previously thought that 3 0 UTR length itself may be important for the protein recruitment function.
Our RNA-FISH data on 15 mRNAs showed that the presence of AREs is necessary for mRNA localization to TIS granules, but AREs were not sufficient for mRNA enrichment in TIS granules ( Figure 2D ). Although all enriched mRNAs encode membrane proteins, it is currently unclear if a transmembrane domain is the defining feature or if the mRNAs share additional motifs in their 3 0 UTRs that are responsible for their enrichment in TIS granules. According to bioinformatic analyses, in HeLa cells more than 1,000 mRNAs ($11% of all expressed mRNAs) contain AREs and encode membrane proteins (see STAR Methods) (Bakheet et al., 2006; Huang et al., 2009; Lianoglou et al., 2013) . Further experiments will be required to assess whether these mRNAs are potential TIS11B targets.
TIS11B Is Widely Expressed and TIS Granule Formation Is Conserved among Vertebrates
The mRNA encoding TIS11B is among the highest expressed mRNAs in various cell types. Particularly high expression was detected in B cells, breast tissue, and ovary, where it was found among the 100 highest expressed messages ( Figure S1B ) (Lianoglou et al., 2013). Importantly, its charge pattern distribution and capacity for assembly are conserved among vertebrate species ( Figure S6 ), suggesting that TIS granule function is a fundamental feature of cells.
It Is Still Largely Unclear How the Biochemical and Biophysical Environment of the TIS Granule Region Promotes Specific Protein-Protein Interactions We currently do not fully understand how the TIGER domain enables the formation of protein-protein interactions. There are several possibilities. SET is relatively excluded from TIS granules, but localizes to the inter-organelle space ( Figure 5D ). It is possible that this characteristic of TIS granules may result in a local concentration increase of 3 0 UTR-recruited SET at the ER membrane. However, we currently do not have direct evidence for this. Nevertheless, we have evidence that the biochemical and biophysical properties in the TIS granule region are different from the cytoplasm ( Figures 7H and 7I ). We observed slower exchange of SET and other enriched proteins compared to their cytoplasmic localization ( Figures 7H, S7A , and S7B). Thus, slower movement of SET and a decrease in the degrees of freedom of SET may be contributors of increased binding of SET to membrane proteins within the TIGER domain (Good et al., 2011) . In addition, the interplay of the TIS granule and the ER creates a new interface. It is possible, that the presence of this interface enhances SET binding to membrane proteins, as biochemical reactions behave differently on surfaces than in solution (Kim and Yethiraj, 2010; Chapanian et al., 2014) . Finally, many reactions are promoted by a lipid membrane context (Lamson et al., 2006) . As the TIGER domain is created by the cooperative action between the TIS granule and the ER membrane, the membrane context may promote granule functions and improve SET binding.
It has become clear in recent years that the intracellular space is highly organized (Banani et al., 2017) . In addition to the compartmentalization through lipid-membrane bound organelles or non-membrane bound organelles, our data reveal that there are also subcellular compartments that are created through interaction of membraneless and membrane-bound organelles. The currently known function of this new subcellular compartment is the formation of protein-protein interactions that cannot be established outside of this compartment. However, we anticipate that TIS granules will play additional roles. Our data suggest that the biological consequences will be broad. In the case of PD-L1, encoded by an mRNA with a constitutive 3 0 UTR, 3 0 UTR-dependent binding of SET correlated with 4-fold higher cell surface expression. Therefore, 3
0 UTRs are able to make cellular processes, such as protein trafficking, more efficient. This saves energy as less transcription and less translation are required to achieve a certain surface expression level. In the case of alternative 3 0 UTRs, as we showed previously for CD47, 3 0 UTR-mediated protein-protein interactions can mediate multi-functionality of proteins without changing their amino acid sequence (Berkovits and Mayr, 2015) . As 3 0 UTR sequence has significantly expanded during evolution of higher organisms (Mayr, 2017), transmission of genetic information from 3 0 UTRs to membrane proteins-that is mediated by the TIGER domain-may contribute to increased functional complexity of organisms.
STAR+METHODS
Detailed methods are provided in the online version of this paper and include the following: 
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EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS
Cell lines HEK293T (human immortalized embryonic kidney cells, female origin), MCF7 (human breast cancer, female origin), CAOV-3 (human ovarian cancer, female origin), and NIH 3T3 cells (mouse fibroblast cell line, male origin) were purchased from ATCC. HeLa, a human cervical cancer cell line (female origin), was a gift from the lab of Jonathan S. Weissman (UCSF), provided by Calvin H. Jan. The human osteosarcoma U2OS cell line (female origin) was a gift from Thijn Brummelkamp (Netherlands Cancer Institute). All cells were maintained at 37 C with 5% CO2 injection in Dulbecco's Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM) containing 4,500 mg/L glucose, 10% heat inactivated fetal bovine serum, 100 U/ml penicillin and 100 mg/ml streptomycin. Drosophila S2R+ cells (male origin) were a gift from the lab of Jennifer Zallen (MSKCC), provided by Masako Tamada. Cells were maintained in Schneider's Medium with 10% heat inactivated fetal bovine serum at 25 C. The cell lines have not been authenticated.
METHOD DETAILS
Constructs shRNA constructs For HuR and KHSRP shRNA knockdown experiments pSUPERretropuro was used. The DNA oligonucleotides listed in Table S2 served as shRNA precursors and were inserted into pSUPERretropuro between BglII and XhoI sites. The shRNAs used were shRNA1 Ctrl (Control, luciferase), shRNA1 HuR, and shRNA1 KHSRP. For further shRNA knockdown experiments, shRNA clones were purchased from Sigma or Addgene. shRNA2 Ctrl (scramble): Addgene #1864, shRNA2 HuR: TRCN0000276129, shRNA1 TIS11B: TRCN0000329702, shRNA1 SET: TRCN0000063717, and shRNA1 FXR1: TRCN0000160812. pcDNA-puro backbone The eGFP/mCherry/BFP fusion constructs were generated in the pcDNA3.1-puro expression vector after replacement of neomycin by the puromycin resistance gene (Life Technologies). PCR was performed using Q5 High Fidelity DNA polymerase (NEB). The primer sequences used to generate PCR-amplified inserts are listed in Table S2 . TagBFP (Evrogen) sequence was PCR-amplified from BFP-SEC61 beta vector (Addgene, #49154) with primers TagBFP F and TagBFP R. Constructs used to visualize the ER To visualize the ER in human cell lines, GFP/mCherry/BFP-SEC61B was used. The coding sequence of human SEC61B was PCRamplified from HEK293 cells and cloned downstream of GFP using BsrGI and HindIII sites. The primers were SEC61B F and SEC61B R. To visualize the ER in Drosophila melanogaster S2R+ cells, pMT-Bip-GFP:V5:KDEL (Addgene, #69917) was used. CD47 constructs GFP-CD47-SU and GFP-CD47-LU were described previously (Berkovits and Mayr, 2015) . In GFP-CD47-LU, the proximal polyadenylation site was mutated to generate only the long 3 0 UTR. The sequences of SU1 and TNFa ARE, are listed in Table S2 . The artificial 3 0 UTRs were generated by annealing two DNA oligonucleotides that were inserted into the NotI and XbaI sites downstream of CD47 coding sequence. 
TIS11B constructs
The human TIS11B coding sequence (1,017 bp) was PCR-amplified using TIS11B F and TIS11B R from HeLa cDNA and inserted between the BsrGI and EcoRI sites. For TIS11B DIDR constructs, the nucleotide sequence of the coding amino acids 1-278 were cloned into BsrGI and EcoRI sites with oligos TIS11B F and TIS11B R2. For TIS11B charge pattern mutant constructs, target mutations were incorporated into primers that were used for PCR amplification. Two overlapping fragments of TIS11B with target mutations were amplified by several rounds of PCR. The following primers were used. TIS11B CPM1 (R to D mutations in the C terminus): PCR1: TIS11B F and TIS11B CPM1 fragment R1; PCR2: TIS11B CPM1 fragment F2 and TIS11B R. CPM2 (CPM1 plus R to A mutations in the N terminus): PCR1-1: TIS11B F and TIS11B CPM2 fragment R1-1; PCR1-2: TIS11B F and TIS11B CPM2 fragment R1-2; PCR2-1: TIS11B CPM2 fragment F2-1 and TIS11B R; PCR2-2: TIS11B CPM2 fragment F2-2 and TIS11B R. CPM3 (CPM1 plus D or E to A mutations in the N terminus): PCR1: TIS11B F and TIS11B CPM3 fragment R1; PCR2: TIS11B CPM3 fragment F2 and TIS11B R. CPM4 (CPM1 plus S to A mutations in the N terminus): PCR1-1: TIS11B F and TIS11B CPM4 fragment R1-1; PCR1-2: TIS11B F and TIS11B CPM4 fragment R1-2; PCR2-1: TIS11B CPM4 fragment F2-1and TIS11B R; PCR2-2: TIS11B CPM4 fragment F2-2 and TIS11B R. A final ligation PCR was performed to ligate two PCR fragments of TIS11B to make full length TIS11B with target mutations with oligos TIS11B F and TIS11B R. For human TIS11B WT and CPM2 shRNA resistant constructs, five synonymous point mutations at the TIS11B shRNA1 target site were introduced using the QuikChange Lightning Multi Site-Directed Mutagenesis Kit (Agilent Technologies, #210513). The primer was TIS11B mu-sh. To generate the human TIS11B RBDM (RNA-binding domain mutant) construct, target mutations were introduced using the QuikChange Lightning Multi Site-Directed Mutagenesis Kit (Agilent Technologies, #210513). The primer was TIS11B C135H and TIS11B C173H. The mouse Tis11b coding sequence was PCR-amplified using primers mTis11b F and mTis11b R from NIH 3T3 cDNA and inserted between the BsrGI and EcoRI sites.
The zebrafish Tis11b (Zfp36l1a) coding sequence was PCR-amplified using primers zTis11b F and zTis11b R from ZMEL cDNA and inserted between the BsrGI and EcoRI sites. ZMEL cDNA was a gift from the lab of Philipp Niethammer (MSKCC), provided by King Hui.
The Drosophila TIS11 (dTIS11) coding sequence was PCR-amplified using primers dTIS11 F and dTIS11 R from the pMT-mCherrydTIS11 vector and inserted between the BsrGI and EcoRI sites. The pMT-mCherry-dTIS11 vector was a gift from Vé ronique Kruys (University of Brussels).
Other constructs
The SET isoform c coding sequence was PCR-amplified from HeLa cell cDNA and inserted between the BsrGI and EcoRI sites with primers SETc F and SETc R.
The CD274 (PD-L1) signal peptide (SP) sequence was incorporated into the PCR primer used for amplification of PD-L1. Two rounds of PCRs were performed to amplify SP-GFP. The following primers were used. PCR1: PD-L1 SP-GFP F1 and PD-L1 SP-GFP R; PCR2: PD-L1 SP-GFP F2 and PD-L1 SP-GFP R. SP-GFP was cloned into pcDNA3.1-puro vector using NheI and BsrGI sites. Coding sequence for PD-L1 mature peptide (MP) was PCR-amplified from HeLa cell cDNA and inserted between the BsrGI and NotI sites. The primers were PD-L1 MP F and PD-L1 MP R. PD-L1 3 0 UTR sequence (2,705 bp) was PCR amplified from HeLa genomic DNA and inserted between the NotI and XbaI sites. The primers were PD-L1 3 0 UTR F and PD-L1 3 0 UTR R. The BCL2 coding sequence (720 bp) was PCR-amplified from HEK293 cell cDNA and inserted between BsrGI and EcoRI sites. The primers were BCL2 F and BCL2 R. BCL2 long 3 0 UTR sequence (5,249 bp) was PCR-amplified from HEK293 cell genomic DNA and inserted into the NotI and PmeI sites. The proximal polyadenylation signals were mutated. The primers were BCL2 3 0 UTR F and BCL2 3 0 UTR R. The ELAVL1 (HuR) coding sequence was PCR-amplified from HEK293 cell cDNA and inserted between the BsiWI and EcoRV sites. The primers were HuR F and HuR R. HuR 3 0 UTR sequence (4,909 bp) was PCR-amplified from HEK293 cell genomic DNA and inserted into the EcoRV and NotI sites. The proximal polyadenylation signals were mutated. The primers were HuR 3 0 UTR F and HuR 3 0 UTR R. To generate TP53-GFP-NU, TP53 cDNA was amplified from B-LCL and cloned into pcDNA3.1-puro-GFP vector using HindIII and BamHI restriction sites and HindIII-TP53-fw and TP53-BamHI-rev primers. GFP (lacking a start codon) was fused in-frame downstream of TP53 and is located between BamHI and EcoRI. To generate TP53-GFP-UTR, the 3 0 UTR of TP53 (1,207 bp) was cloned downstream of GFP using EcoRI and NotI sites and EcoRI-TP53-U-fw and TP53-U-NotI-rev primers. To generate TP53-GFP-TNFa ARE, the artificial 3 0 UTR was generated by annealing two DNA oligonucleotides (TP53-ARE F and TP53-ARE R) that were inserted into the EcoRI and NotI sites downstream of GFP coding sequence.
The FUS coding sequence was PCR-amplified from the 423Gal-FUS-YFP vector (Addgene, #29615) using primers FUS F and FUS R and inserted between the HindIII and BamHI sites. The 3 0 UTR of FUS (1,814 bp) was PCR-amplified using primers FUS 3 0 UTR F and FUS 3 0 UTR R from HEK293 cell cDNA and inserted between the BamHI and NotI sites. The CCND1 coding sequence was PCR-amplified using CCND1 F and CCND1 R from HEK293 cell cDNA and inserted between the BsrGI and BamHI sites. To clone CCND1 full-length mRNA with the 3 0 UTR sequence (3,191 bp) , two overlapping fragments (CDS and proximal 1,727 bp of 3 0 UTR and distal 1,464 bp of 3 0 UTR) were PCR-amplified from HEK293 cell cDNA and fused at the endogenous EcoRI site. The primers were CCND1 F + CCND1 3 0 UTR R1 (fragment 1) and CCND1 3 0 UTR F2+ CCND1 3 0 UTR R2 (fragment 2). The fragments were digested and ligated into full length CCND1-3 0 UTR and inserted between the BsrGI and NotI sites.
The HSPA8 coding sequence was PCR-amplified using HSPA8 F and HSPA8 R from HeLa cell cDNA and inserted between the BsrGI and XbaI sites. The NACA coding sequence was PCR-amplified using NACA F and NACA R from HeLa cell cDNA and inserted between the HindIII and BamHI sites.
Transfections
For all transfections into HEK293T and HeLa cells, Lipofectamine 2000 (Invitrogen, 11668019) was used. For transfections into S2R+ cells, FUGENE HD (Promega, E2311) was used. 24 hours after transfection, 1 mM CuSO 4 was added into the medium to induce gene expression driven by the metallothionein promoter.
shRNA-mediated knockdown For shRNA-mediated knockdown experiments, stable cell lines were generated. shRNA1 Co contains the pSuperretropuro backbone, whereas shRNA2 Co contains the lentiviral backbone (pLKO). pSuperretro/MCV/VSVG plasmids were transfected into HEK293T cells for retroviral packaging. pLKO.1/pdR8.2/VSVG plasmids were transfected into HEK293T cells for lentiviral packaging. Virus was harvested 48 hours after transfection. 200 ml virus was used per 6 well to infect HeLa cells. 24 hours after infection, puromycin was added to the medium with a final concentration of 3 mg/ml. Cells were selected in medium with puromycin for 3 days to make stable cell lines. Knockdown efficiency was examined by western blot. Stable cell lines were maintained in medium with 3 mg/ml puromycin.
Western blotting
Cells were trypsinized and washed twice with PBS and lysed with RIPA buffer (25 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.4), 150 mM NaCl, 1% NP-40, 1% Na-deoxycholate, 0.1% SDS, 1 mM EDTA, and Protease Inhibitor Cocktail (Thermo Fisher Scientific)). Cell lysates were centrifuged at 20,000 g for 10 min. Supernatants were mixed with Laemmli Sample buffer (Sigma-Aldrich) and boiled for 10 min at 95 C. Samples were subjected to SDS-PAGE on NuPAGE 4%-12% Bis-Tris gradient protein gel (Invitrogen). Imaging was captured on the Odyssey CLx imaging system (Li-Cor). The antibodies used are listed in the Key Resources Table. FACS analysis of endogenous CD47 expression FACS analysis of transfected GFP-CD47 or GFP-PD-L1 expression Surface GFP expression was measured using an anti-GFP antibody on non-permeabilized cells, whereas total GFP-CD47 or GFP-PD-L1 expression was represented by total GFP expression.
For detection of surface GFP-CD47 and GFP-PD-L1 expression, cells were incubated with chicken anti-GFP (Abcam ab13970) in FACS buffer A for 20 min at 4 C and washed twice with FACS buffer A. Then, cells were incubated with goat anti-chicken secondary antibody, Alexa Fluor 633 (Thermo Fisher, A-21103) in FACS buffer A for 20 min at 4 C and washed twice with FACS buffer A. At least 30,000 cells were analyzed on a BD FACS Calibur cell analyzer (BD Biosciences). FACS data were analyzed using the FlowJo software. Total GFP-CD47 and GFP-PD-L1 expression was represented by total GFP intensity. To compare surface expression levels of GFP-CD47-SU and GFP-CD47-LU or GFP-PD-L1 (CD274-U and CD274-NU), populations of cells with similar GFP expression levels were gated. Populations with medium GFP expression were used. For GFP/mCherry double expression cells, the same population of medium or high GFP/mCherry double positive cells was gated for analysis. To compare total GFP-CD47-LU expression after mCherry or mCherry-TIS11B overexpression, all GFP positive cells were gated for analysis.
RNA oligonucleotide pulldown 3 0 -biotinylated RNA oligonucleotides were ordered from Dharmacon and then purified by PAGE. The restriction sites used for cloning of artifical UTRs were included in the RNA oligonucleotide sequences. For TNFa ARE, two RNA oligonucleotides were ordered: TNFa ARE-1 (NotI) and TNFa ARE-2 (ClaI). 10 mg of RNA oligonucleotides were transfected into HeLa cells grown in 10 cm plates with 30 ml lipofectamine, respectively. One plate of HeLa cells was used as negative control (transfection of lipofectamine only). Twenty-four hours after transfection, HeLa cells were lysed with 400 ml ice-cold NP-40 lysis buffer (25 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 1% NP-40, 1 mM EDTA) for 30 min. Then, cell lysates were spun down at 20,000 g for 10 min at 4 C. The supernatant was transferred to a pre-cooled tube and diluted with 600 ml ice-cold dilution buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 0.5 mM EDTA). Streptavidin C1 beads (60 ml; Invitrogen, 65002) were added to each tube and rotated for 1 hour at 4 C. Beads were washed three times with wash buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 0.5 mM EDTA). Lastly, 2x sample buffer was added to the beads, boiled at 95 C for 10 min and cooled on ice before loading on SDS-PAGE gels. This was followed by western blotting. To examine the RNA binding activity of TIS11B WT, TIS11B CPM2 and TIS11B RBDM, RNA oligonucleotide pulldown was performed. mCherrytagged constructs were transfected into HeLa cells with or without 3 0 -biotinylated RNA oligonucleotides (TNFa ARE-1). Twentyfour hours after transfection, cells were harvested for RNA oligonucleotide pulldown as described above.
Co-immunoprecipitation GFP fusion constructs were transfected into HeLa cells. Cells were lysed in 400 ml ice-cold Chaps buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5), 150 mM NaCl, 1% NP-40, 1 mM EDTA, 1% Chaps, protease inhibitor cocktail (Thermo Fisher)) for 30 min. Then, cell lysates were spun down at 20,000 g for 10 min at 4 C. The supernatant was transferred to a pre-cooled tube. As input, 40 ml of supernatant was reserved. The rest of the supernatant was diluted with 600 ml ice-cold GFP-Trap Dilution/Wash buffer (10 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 0.5 mM EDTA). GFP-Trap-A beads (Chromotek) were washed three times with 500 ml ice-cold GFP-Trap Dilution/Wash buffer before use. Then, diluted cell lysates were added to GFP-Trap_A beads and rotated for 1 hour at 4 C. Beads were spun down 2,500 g for 2 min at 4 C and the supernatant was discarded. GFP-Trap-A beads were washed three times with 500 ml ice-cold Dilution/Wash buffer. Briefly, beads were resuspended in 500 ml ice-cold Dilution/Wash buffer, centrifuged at 2,500 g for 2 min at 4 C and the supernatant was discarded. Lastly, 2x sample buffer was added to the beads, boiled at 95 C for 10 min and cooled on ice before loading on SDS-PAGE gels. This was followed by western blotting.
Immunofluorescence staining Cells were plated on 4-well Millicell EZ silde (Millipore, PEZGS0496). GFP-SEC61B was transfected to label the ER. Twenty-four hours after transfection, cells were washed with PBS, fixed in 500 ml 4% PFA for 10 min at RT, and washed 2 3 5 min with PBST (PBS containing 0.1% Tween). Then, cells were permeabilized in 0.1% Triton X-100 in PBS for 15 min at RT and blocked with blocking buffer (3% BSA in PBS + 0.1% Tween) for one hour and gently rocked at RT. Cells were incubated in the diluted primary antibody in blocking buffer for 1.5 hour at RT. Cells were washed 3 3 5 min with PBST. Cells were incubated with the secondary antibody in blocking buffer for 1.5 hours at RT in the dark. The cells were washed 3 3 5 min with PBST. The slide was mounted with mounting medium with DAPI (Invitrogen, P36931) and a coverslip was added. Images were captured using a confocal ZEISS LSM 880 with Airyscan super-resolution mode. The primary antibodies used are listed in the Key Resources Table. RNA-FISH HeLa cells were plated on 4-well Millicell EZ silde and transfected with GFP fusion constructs. Fourteen hours after transfection, cells were washed with PBS, fixed with 3.7% formaldehyde for 10 min at RT and washed twice for 5 min with PBS. PBS was discarded and 1 mL 70% ethanol was added. The slide was kept at 4 C for 8 hours. The 70% ethanol was aspirated, 1 mL wash buffer was added (2x SSC, 10% formamide in RNase-free water) and incubated at RT for 5 min. Hybridization mix was prepared by mixing 10% Dextran sulfate, 10% formamide, 2 x SSC, 2 mM ribonucleoside vanadyl complex (NEB), 0.02% BSA, 200 mg/ml yeast tRNA, 200 mg/ml single strand DNA and FISH probe (1:200, Stellaris FISH Probes, eGFP with Quasar 670 Dye, Biosearchtech, VSMF-1015-5). To each well 200 ml hybridization mix was added and hybridized at 37 C overnight. Slides were washed twice for 30 min each with pre-warmed wash buffer (1 ml, 37 C) in the dark, followed by one quick wash with PBST, and then mounted with mounting solution. Images were captured using confocal ZEISS LSM 880 with Airyscan super-resolution mode.
Confocal microscopy
Confocal imaging was performed using ZEISS LSM 880 with Airyscan super-resolution mode. A Plan-Apochromat 63x/1.4 Oil objective (Zeiss) was used. For live cell imaging, HeLa cells were plated on 3.5 cm glass bottom dishes (Cellvis, D35-20-1-N) and transfected with constructs described above. Fourteen hours after transfection, cells were incubated with a LiveCell imaging chamber (Zeiss) at 37 C and 5% CO 2 and imaged in cell culture medium. Z stack images were captured with the interval size of 160 nm. Excitations were performed sequentially using 405, 488, 594 or 633 nm laser wavelength and imaging conditions were experimentally optimized to minimize bleed-through. In the RNA FISH experiment, BFP-TIS11B was used to show the TIS11B organelle in order to completely avoid signal bleed-through to the far-red channel. Images were prepared with the commercial ZEN software black edition (Zeiss). Three-dimensional reconstruction was carried out using volume rendering with Imaris software (BITPLANE).
Constructs of GFP-TIS11B, mCherry-TIS11B or BFP-TIS11B were used in different experiments. In order to be consistent, TIS11B organelles are always shown in red, regardless if BFP, GFP or mCherry (mC) had been used. Time lapse movies were captured using the same method as described above. Frame interval between two images was 0.32 s.
Line profile analysis to calculate the correlation of fluorescence signal of TIS11B versus mRNAs or proteins In order to examine whether specific mRNAs and proteins are enriched in the TIS granule, line profile analysis was performed. Line profiles were generated with FIJI (ImageJ). For each cell, two straight lines were drawn to cross the TIS granule in different directions, indicated by the arrows shown in the figures. Fluorescence signal along the straight line of TIS11B protein and examined mRNAs or proteins were calculated with the plot profile tool in FIJI. The Pearson's correlation coefficient r values of two fluorescence signals were calculated with Excel or with MATLAB by the Molecular Cytology Core Facility of MSKCC. Perfect colocalization is indicated by r = 1, indicating mRNAs or proteins are enriched in the TIS granule, whereas perfect exclusion is indicated by r = À1, indicating that mRNAs or proteins are excluded from the TIS granule and 0 means random distribution.
Fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP) FRAP for TIS granules GFP-TIS11B was transfected into HeLa cells. FRAP experiments were performed in a LiveCell imaging chamber (ZEISS) with ZEISS LSM 880 laser scanning confocal microscopy. A Plan-Apochromat 63x/1.4 Oil objective (Zeiss) was used. An area of diameter = 2 mm was bleached with a 405 nm laser. GFP fluorescence signal was collected over time. The fluorescence intensity of the bleached area was obtained by ZEN software black edition (ZEISS). The prebleached fluorescence intensity was normalized to 1 and the signal after bleach was normalized to the prebleach level. FRAP for SET, HuR, and HSPA8 GFP-SET/HuR/HSPA8 were transfected into HeLa cells with mCherry-TIS11B. FRAP experiments were performed as described above with slight modifications. An area (diameter = 1 mm) in the TIS granule region was bleached with a 405 nm and a 488 nm laser and the GFP fluorescence signal was collected over time. In the same cell, another area (diameter = 1 mm) in the cytoplasm outside of TIS granules was bleached also with both lasers and the GFP fluorescence signal was collected over time. The fluorescence intensities of the bleached areas were obtained by ZEN software black edition (ZEISS). The prebleached fluorescence intensity was normalized to 1 and the signal after bleach was normalized to the prebleach level.
Evaluation of granule formation using fluorescence microscopy Microscopy was performed using ZEISS AXIO with AXIOCam MRC. An EC Plan-NEOFLUAR 10x/0.3 objective (Zeiss) or a LD Plan-NEOFLUAR 20X/0.4 Ph2 korr objective (ZEISS) was used. To perform statistics of TIS granule formation, equal amounts of WT or mutant TIS11B constructs were transfected into HeLa cells in 6 well plates. Twenty-four hours after transfection, three fluorescence images were taken in different fields for each construct. The total number of transfected cells was counted within each field. Then, the number of cells with granules was counted manually.
Protein retention assay
Permeabilization of fixed cells with Triton leads to protein extraction and can result in loss of cytoplasmic proteins (Schnell et al., 2012) . We made use of this phenomenon to examine whether a protein was retained in the TIS granule region after permeabilization. We compared the fluorescence intensity of GFP or mCherry-tagged protein before and after permeabilization. GFP and mCherrytagged constructs were transfected into HeLa cells. Twenty-four hours later, cells were washed with PBS and fixed with 4% PFA for 8 min at RT. Fixed cells were washed with PBS and permeabilized with 0.1% Triton X-100 in PBS for one hour at RT. Images were taken in live cells (before fixation), in cells after fixation, and in permeabilized cells (fixed and permeabilized).
Amino acid sequence conservation of TIS11B homologs
The amino acid sequences were obtained from Uniprot and the Uniprot alignment tool was used.
TIS11B mRNA expression TIS11B mRNA expression levels were obtained from previously published 3 0 -seq data (Lianoglou et al., 2013) . All mRNAs expressed with transcripts per million (TPM) > 3 were plotted and the position of the TIS11B mRNA was indicated by a red line ( Figure S1B ). Bakheet et al., 2006) . The intersection of the two lists yielded N = 2,482 mRNAs. According to gene ontology (GO) analysis using DAVID, out of this list, N = 1,019 have the label ''membrane' ' (Huang et al., 2009) . Therefore, we estimated that 11% (1,019/9,272) of expressed mRNAs in HeLa cells are membrane protein-encoding mRNAs containing AREs.
Calculation of net charge of a defined protein fragment Within a defined protein region, we calculated the number of positively charged amino acids and the number of negatively charged amino acids. The difference of the two numbers is the net charge of the protein region.
QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Statistical parameters are reported in the Figures and Figure Legends , including the definitions and exact values of N and experimental measures (mean ± SD). To test for significant differences between samples, a two sided t test with assumption of equal variance was performed using Excel. A two-sided Mann Whitney test was used for comparison of Pearson's correlation coefficients between two samples, and for the comparison of FRAP values in the cytoplasm and the TIS granule region. Spearman's correlation coefficients were calculated using SPSS. Statistical significance is indicated by asterisks *, p < 0.05, **, p < 0.01, ***, p < 0.001. For FRAP experiments, p values are indicated on plots. (legend continued on next page)
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